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of evary a«y l i f e iavoivo ariviiae&lo. lu oolleg©
th« i n d m a u s l ma& aviddenljr f l^ i th^t the ^aiou.-.t of aritha«tio
t» not saa l l es ia pfeysioe, oh«ai«try, or
tvijietso® exists %o inciloate th»t
daiag poor w?>rk in tlns;-»a couru<*s are often
defioiaat iR e r i thaa t l c .
III A fcflowledge of oartsln eoataoaly appeariiig unitia of
an ua4er*taadlRg sM ane of ttea forflsula, a»d (5J sk i l l ia
iEtakers deelraa.13, aiiti coaioa fraotlone.
courtl» reports timt m l y tfeirty g«r o»nt of our
at tain a per eeat of acouracy sJ&ovc seventy.
4Uoit found aaay difficulties in nigh school algebra due
t© failure to enderataiia simple arithmetic proeeaeea, t>ut after
a period of directed reueuial drill ha found marked improvement.
JiT©a a study U niafcn grade algebra, Wattawa found that
35 per ©eat of all errors were staple a*ltha«tie errors.
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fmaid in grades IT, ?. asd TI that 95 per eent of
all errora ia long division and ia operations with ooasaon and
deeimal fractious were due to a l&efc of mastery of amaber faots
rather than to a leek of understand lag of the prooeaaea taught
is these grades. Atter two years of a earefuliy plaaaed method
©f teaching number facts, he found that "aoouraoy in comiaon
fractions had l&crem>ea ?Q per cent, ia decimals IS per cent,
and in mixed fua&Ki&ntals 40 per oeat on the average ia all
gr®d©» where tliewe operations were taught."
In an analysis of errors in oo^mon fractious, made fey 470
students in t&e sixth and seventh grades, using the four
t
, Kee liata the outatunding errors aa follows;
(1) Failure to reauoa, {2j sud&titution of one proeeaa for
another, (3i eonfusion with the prooees itaelf, (4) general
».A. Goit, "& Preliainary dtudy of i^ttheiiiatioal Difficulties, ' '
Sohool Heyiew. Vol. 34, (September. 1923}. pp. 504-9.
5
Virginia Wuttawe, ;1A Study of Irrors :^de in a !!inth Year
Algebra Class," l&kth&autXca f2mQhe%. ¥ol. 20, (April, 1927),
pp. 212-22.
6
3. H. Aadpaugh, "Teaohixi^ the l-'u-i^ er Pact a in the Komenaky
Sohool,•» A Qo^oaeratiye Report of tu,<a Curriculum and of
,. (Ghicatio, Cftioaao Prlnoipala Club. 19"7 ) .DP.68-B9.
7
0. A, Eee, nAn4ilyais of r rors in the Operation with the Coataon
Fi Jdueacion > Vol. 30, (May, 1927), pp. 2-8.
confusion of rules, and, (5) poor reduction, eoneellation, or
raising to higher terms.
3
Brueekaer, in his analysis of errors in fractions
concluded that errors ia computation are the i&ejor difficulty
ia work wita fractious. He states that the main difficulties
in all protases are; (1) £ lack of ©orapreheasion of the process
involved, {2} difficulty in reducing fraction to lowest terms,
and, ($) dlffiealty ia ©hanging improper fractions to whole
numbers. Me says, »!Bie kind of errors analyzed exist in all
grades studied and supple-gent a ry Investigations show that they
are found in large nmatoera in upper grades."
Ia an analysis of difficulties in deoiviie, iirwekaer
aade the following conclusions;
1. Failure to plaea the decimal point correctly was the
greatest oauae of error.
2. Irrors In addition due to inaccuracy were half as
great as tii® number of errors due to the misplacing of
the deoiiaal point.
3. The major diffieulty in subtraction was borrowing,
this wa$» three tiaes as great as the difficulties peculiar
to deoiaals.
4. Errors ia BWJltiplleation due to inacoureoy were h«lf
as great as the muster of errors involving th@ decimal
point.
5. Major causes of errors in division of dooiaals were
the alspl&etng of the deeisial point, faulty plao«at&*mt of
zeros, maXm&i&a of th© deoiaal point, and inaccuracy.
I
Leo J. Bpueoknor, "Analysis of Srrora in Fractions,"
Slejwntarv oohool Journal. Vol. 2Q, {June, 1928}, pp. 7C0-70.
9
t ^^a lys i s of Errors in De«imals,M
School Journal, Vol. 29, (oeptea&er, 19S8),pp.32-41.
10 4
Myers thinks that 90 per cent of the trouble pupila have
with the fundejaontals is their failure to learn mechanically,
without error, the baaio fact© in addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division.
11
Oaburn says we aust teach tbe fundamental number facts so
well that pupils will respond to thea correctly even when they
«r© thinkiiig or reasoning about aoaething else,
franc© found that sixth, seventh, and eighth grade
students have a lack of technical vocabulary. Their answers
indicated they had heard of such statements as the average coat,
average grade, and average weight, but they had no adequate
concept of the term or exactly how to find the result desired.
She sa;ae was true with area and other common terms,
IS
Stevenson, with the aid of thirty-two elementary teachers,
made e study to determine why children have difficulty in
solving arithmetic problems and found the following causes:
(1) Physical defects (low mentality included here), (z) leek of
skill in the fundamentals, (3) inability to read, (4) lack of
general technical vocabulary, and, (5) lack of proper raotftode
of technique of attacking problems.
a. C, Myers, *H©j?d Subtraction," Qrade Teacher, Vol.5^ ,
(December, 1934), p. 41.
W. jr. Osbura, Corrective Arithmetic (Boston, Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1934), p. 128.
IE.
0. C, Trance and P. V. Stevunson, *Keiaedial Instruction in
Artthmotio,w Educational Mesaaroh bulletin., Vol. g, (Jioveaber,
1933) , pp. 291^iT7
13
P. ?. otevenson, "Difficulties in Problem calving,'*
V 2 (February 1925)
P. ?. otevenson, Difficulties in Problem g, p A ,
Of Educational aesearoh, Vox. 2, (February, 1925), pp. 95-103
5'fn« purpose of this study Is to sake an analysis of errors
sade on an aenieireaent tsst In arithmetic by college students of
Western Kentucky State Teachers College, showing the frequency
and aa far as possible the cause of each error. These students
were preparing to become teachers end isany of them had already
taught. In reality this analysis of errors is a practical
extension and cheeking application of what has already been
done in the field, determining if triese students are typical
of other groups, and letting the results fora the basis for
remedial instruction and effective teaching. The findings of
this study should o© of interest; (1) To grade teachers as a
foundation for planning their work in arithmetic and as a basis
for remedial work with poor students, and (2) to teacher
training institutions in the training of teachers, TAG end to
which schools should Wlrive io preventlog rather than rexaedy.
Many difficulties should be eliminated by means of teacher's
explanation, ©ore favorable distribution of grade placement
of certain topios, and more detailed analysis of raental
proteases of pupils aa they are working.
Sie specific purpose of this study caay be stated as
follows: tito determine the status of achievement in arithmetic
of 717 college students preparing to become teachers, with
special emphasis on errors, and as fsr as possible to decide
the cause of such errors.
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CHAPTER II
3ST UP OF TH3 STUDY
The date of this study were obtained from 717 arithmetic
tests given preparatory teachers, of Western Kentucky State
Teachers College, on entering Education 110, during the second
semester 1933. Mucation 110, Teaching the Comraon Sohool
Branches, is a course devoted to a study of the common school
branches as outlined in the State Course of Stuey, with special
reference to the problems met in the teaching of these subjects.
1
The test used was the new Stanford Achievement Test, Form Z.
The purpose of giving this test was to give the students some
praotice in interpreting tests, and also, to give the instructors
some notion as to wh&t was lacking in the mastery of tlB subject
with the Idea of bringing these prospective teachers to a higher
standard.
ftie papers were checked. The arithmetic age computed, and
from the arithmetic age was computed the median. As to the
amount of arithmetic previously studied, there were the following
groups: (1) Those having had neither high school nor college
arithmetic, (2) those having had college but not high school
arithmetic, (3) those having had high school but not college
arithmetic, and, (4) those having had both high school and
college arithmetic. The median was computed for each of these
groups.
Score 100 and below was the point on the scale below which
i — —
3ee appeadiz page
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the grades *ere considered as unsatisfactory, A score of 100
la the fieri £©r niatli grade arithmetic on this particular teat.
Sine* usually no arithmetic u taken after this grade, the
defect* already present are aot likely to be corrected* A total
of IS© persona or 18 pe* cent of the total group of 71? students
la the study, were found to o© in this sroup. throughout the
study they are knoxn as the Low (iroup. the 339 students with
score* afeova 100 are **£$?*&& to aa the High (iroup. me two
groups &re studied ooaa^aratively and eoraUined Into a total
group for the final analysis.
Special Studies Made for the tow Group
Using the reports in the Office of the registrar, a study
of the grade paint average was made to determine the standing
of each of the 128 students i s other subject*. The purpose of
this was to diecavex* i f the student ranked low in al l of his
work or i f he was deficient in arithzaetio only. Using these
same reoords, another study was Mad© for this group, of the
grades wide by them when they took College teacher*s Arithmetic.
I&sse grades t e l l the diffioulty of this subjeet for these
students.
Since psychological tests are usually aooepted as
iadieatire neasur©meats of abi l i ty , a study of pereeatile
seafciag was isade froia tHe records of t&© psychological tests
tafcea by these students of the low Group wfcea they entered
•Allege.
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Studies Hade for the $otal Group
F*©» the tabulation of the total auaber of errors per
pro&l««i, a ooaparative study of errors la reasoning and la
eoaputation was made and the topioe were ranked according, to
averaged difficulty. iTrom the tabu let ion of the total auaber
of errors per problem, th«a problems were ranked according to
difficulty for both reasoning and computation. For all
problem* In which 25 per cent or more of the students of the
total Group made errors, a detailed analysis of errors waa
aade. As nearly as possible tha cause for eaoa error waa
determined. Hiia analysis of errors waa iaa4e for both the
I*w and Hlgfe (2ro%^ >a for the purpose of comparison and ooaabii:ed
for a final study of the Total Qroup. The 25 per oast of
errora waa ciiosfin as tUe point at whios group ra&e&ial work
ahould be given, on the aasvaaptlon th»t when one person out of
four naJees errors it beoones a group rather than an individual
problem.
ZII order to show that the group studied is typieol, a
separative study was ja&de of the total per ©ent of errors mads
by another group of 4&S prospsotive teachers of Western Keatuelqr
State 'i'«achers eollsgs. I^e same arithaetio test was used far
thes® students upoa entering th® aduoatlon 110 ©lasses, during
the seaoad semester of 1935.
CHAPTKS III
or saaoas max &t ?vr GQUMH sroasaras xw
I s baaing suggestions fer the igsprove^rt of instruction
upoa «ra»?s, I t i s assuae-i that success frequently results fraa
til® study of failures. Industrial oonoerns find i t profitable
to study situations in which their output falls short of the
expaeted tuaourit. Although few salesmen talk about the weak
points of what they sel l , i t %& »ut& to awaa-ae thnt good s«le*-
aea havfi * pretty definite knowledge of vh®t these weak points
are. teachers, however, have almost always seen destitute of
suoh lnforiflffiUofi. A teachei* go«d oat to work i& rural or urban
eohools should be fa i r l j well grounded in tha funda^etital
subjects in order Vmt &h& s&uj teaeh effeetivelj the required
course of study, 'i'eaohers should am® to i t thet our sohoole
are kept abreast elth the progress of soieaoe and industry.
There are difficulties in uriths&tla oouslstiag of
fundamental coiicepts and skills that should oe isolated end
aastery atteaptei. Metbods of iasstery mast fee found if we
are to teasfc our pupils when to apply these ooncepte end
skills. I t i» e«liere4 that siueh of the remedial work o&a bm
eliainated &y effective teaehiag that is based upon scientific
In studying the range of scores isade on th©
test in this pfertieul&r study, mid In deterainiag the effeet
tke aasouat of aritins©tic studied above ei^tfe grade had upon
t&e aeUie^eiaeiit of ©©Ileg® studeats, aa arithaietlo grade
distribution was made.
TABLE I
.„ OF 717 stmmra m AHITHHSSIC T?S$, SHOWING
ORADK, AMOSJHT OF ARITHMSTIC STUDIED ABGYS
*m WUKKIW •*.» *™«
 mQXJpt mn ROYALS
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arlthaetic
Having had arithmetic in:
^ School or Oolldj^ e : TotalsGrade , ,
Tenth grade or
above
ninth grade
Eighth grade
Seventh grade
Sixth grade
Fifth grade
Ttotal in Low group
fetal in both groups
Per cent of Total
group
Median on test
8 Neither
t
**
•
«
i
i
m
*
3
2
43
13
1
E
1
9
17
60
103.5
t
3
J
2
S
$
*
9
i
I
©119,/^e i
133 2
18 t
IX J
4 I
7 S
1 :
41 I
174 :
104.7:
ii. s . :
71 ,
4 :
5 :
1 :
5 :
1 :
19 :
87 :
1 2 * I
106.1 :
Botfo ":
342 :
19 :
17 s
1 0 J
8 :
0 :
54 :
396 :
» * :
100.4:
a
589
54
34
17
SI
128
717
109$
105.7
Table X shows the grade distribution for the entire group
of 717 students, ranging fro® th© tenth grade or above, down
through the fifth grade. She arithtaetio grade is th© one that is
derived from the aona of th© teat* A grade distribution showing
the amount of arithmetic previously studied is ahoim for eaeh
High
L s half of i*m Cfeeo^  are in the eighth grade or below
!»* Lew Group Is 18 per eent of the fatal Oroup
p«r*wu fh© median is eompmed for ©ech of the following
groups: (1) those that have had neither high school nor college
arittestia, {8) those having had college out not high school
arithmetic, (3) thou© having had high school but not college
arit&s&tle, and, {*) t'aom having had both high school and
sollsg® arithmetic. Column fiv# gives ths totals.
A comparative study of aeslaua gad grad® distribution for
th« vurious groups fails to show ai?y cojiaistent U$rovera ?nt or
special advantag© of on© $ecmp over ano^er. The indication a
ara that aeithsr high school nor college arithmetic, ao far as
this tast is a criterion, does immh ia preventing tho type of
errors xaad@ on this test .
Studies for the Low Group
TABJS I I
OF LOW jOaoup fAU^im it: B-^M AiiitarciTu; uii/j>2
POINT
ixth g : Ninth
jysds s d
Far cent of Low :
Avaraged tirtide :
Point : .80 :.87 s .01 2 1.06 : 1.8
It will be recalled that the Low Group included the 128
parsons wita the ninth grade classification, at below, according
to the norm of the teat used. The percentage of the Low Group
falling ia th® fifth, sixth, seventh, ©ighth, or ninth grades
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an4 tat« grade p o i a t average for eaoh grade i» giv«a ia ?*bie I I .
I t shows I D tott 3? pe r ©eat of the Low group are la the aeventa
gra4e o r feeloii, aad tii«t the grade a w a g e for the group la
less than I , U) tfa&t S3 p®r eea l ar® in tke ai^thth ^ a d e with
aa « w a g « d grad« po in t of l .QS, ^ f i , (3 j t h a t 4 0 p e r o e n t ^ ^
ia me niEtli grad« witii • grade po i a t of I . g . atudeats auat
Have ft grade poin t average of 1 or war® b«for© they are ©ligibla
to gradunts. !i5i#a© ds ta indie-vie that students aakine a ra t ing
«f f i f t h , s i x t h , asventii, cr ©i^ith grads oa th i s t e s t do not
rank high i a col le^u
40.
2& A
:
t
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grade point dis t r ibut ion for the low uroup i s shown in
p«ro«nta#»8 i s niasrum 1. I t ahews that 10 per cent of the
Low tfroup have a grade point average of less than . 5 ; that 5?
per cent aav» war© than . 5 , but lea® than 1. Thus 47 per cent
of the Low uroup have an unsatisfactory grade point average of
leas than 1. I t aiao shows that 40 per cent of the group h&4
• standing of 1 , and 14 per cent of the entire u>w uroup had a
point arerage of 1.5 or above.
Of tiie Low tfroup 92 per cent hat been on probation one or
times, and the staining of 1 was attained In most casoe
only after saany repet i t ions of ooursas.
ainc® payehologioal t e s t s are aooepted a@ indicative
aeasure;a«nte cff a b i l i t y , a study of p ere enti le rnnking was
from the r©oor4s of the Low urotsp when they entered college
X2S W'}:mti OF liii LOK
Percentile raafcsper cent of group:
55
SO
45
40
35
50
85
SO
15
20
5
•
;
m
I
1
e
j
i
$
;
i
rank
: 35 $ of group were In
: second quartile
. „.„ of the Low «teot^  were
s in the first, or lowest,
: quartile
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The percentllo rank means the standing a student received
on the psychological test when taken, for example, percentlle
55 means that 45 per cent of those taking the test stood above
those of this rank, and peroentile 5 shows that 95 per cent of
those taking the test stood above those with the peroentile rank
of 5. Table III shows that only 8 per cent of the Low Group
were in the upper half of the peroentile ranking at the tiM
they took the psychological test, and that 57 per cent of the
group were in the first quartile, or the lowest 25 per cent.
This indicates rather high correlation between psychological
tests aad arithmetic teat.
Comparing this study of peroentiles and the arithmetic
grade rating made on the arithmetic test, one may conclude
that remedial work of sonie sort is needed to bring these
students to a higher standard of achievement in arithmetic.
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The per cents in this study total nore than 100 because so
many students repeated the course.
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A study of grades raade by those students taking the college
course of i'eachers arithmetic is shown in figure 1. it is
significant that 58 per cent of the Low (iroup having had this
course passed it with the grade of i). This shows that more
than half of the low group passed the tourse with a rery poor
grade and many of them had repeated the course one or aore
tines before passing with this unsatisfactory grade. Informa-
tion for grades A, 8, U, ti9 and f is shown in the diagram.
A further analysis of the data showed that one third of
those passing with the grade of U had failed at least once
before securing a passing grade, and that 40 per cent of those
passing with the grade of D had failed one or aore tines before
passing. Those making the grade of t repeated the course from
one to four ti/aes and some did not pass at all.
studies for the Total Group
•
Fractions 40*
ueoiaala £| \J0&m
t
Whole Numbers : XSHt
•
•
15 »
' * •
• • •
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2.- PHR C2JTT uF KRRuRd i*AD£ HT 717 STUi)5!lT3 IN COMPUTATION
WHOL' HUMDSRS, JfRACTIO*!S, A}:. JEIALS
a study of those problems involving addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, figure 2 gives the
per cent of computational errors made by the Total Group in
mixed fundamentals in fractions, decimals, and whole numbers.
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It will be noted that 60 p«r cent of these errors in computation
•re in fractions. Indications are that special emphasis should
be given fractions using nore effeotire methods in order that
the fundamental prinoiples involved will carry over for use in
lat«r life.
M—aur——I
Propor tion
Percentage
Concrete ^
*
:
1
:
•
mi
S 1
i J ;3
• i
:
i
• <•
1
; ;
Problem ciolving
o 10 ao ; _ go
5 . - P3R C3NT Of SHHQRS IN HSASOKIKO FROM SH* TOTAL OP
SRSO-TiS 3HAD1 BY 717
the problems were classified and the average number of
errors for eaoh topic in Heasoning is given in Figure 3.
Problems involving oeasureaont rank highest with 30 per cent
of the errors. Proportion totals 24 per cent of tho errors,
largely on aoooui.t of the laok of knowledge in stating the
problem. In finding the oonorete average, 18 per eent of the
errors occurred, and the an Jar cause seeded to have been the
lack of understanding the word average and the knowledge of
how to find it. The ooncrote average, as referred to here,
is dealing *ith findin« the average of concrete nu&bors and
the abstract average referred to in Table V is finding the
average of abstract numbers.
17
Miscellaneous
Multiplication
Addition
Subtraction
Llvision
t t
i i
i i
L I
;
p
* • *
• • •
•
1
i
4 , - pJifi USBT
OF A7
SHhORii IN OOMPUTATIOH FHO.M TRY. TOT
»ODE ay 717
From the total number of topical errors, a distribution
of oomputational errors for tbe Total Oroup i s giren In
Figure 4 . I t shows that 67 per cent of the errors in
Computation ooour in the following topics: Four fundamentals
la nixed numbers, fractions, compound denominate nuzabers, and
deoisuils*
The averaged number of topical errors per problem made
by 717 students and the per cent that topic i s of averaged
total i s given for ftwtaonlng in Table IT on the following
page.
Those problems included in the Jliscellaneoua 'iroup are:
abstract average, graphs, square root, algebra, pictorial ar«
percentage, and raising a number to a higher power.
3&BLS IT
18
wmmm OF SRBORS IH HSASGHIKQ mosimm AHD THE
TBS AT'mGEX- TOTAL
CT3KT OF
Averaged number of
errors ser
Per cant of the:
total
JProfelsai
Meastire
Prop©rt
Conoreto Average
There %@r@ on the average 305 errors per problem In
asd IMa equals 24 per cant of the averaged total
of errors , fhla Information Is giv&a tor each of the toploa.
TABL5 7
OF JQtBflRd III COMPUTATION PROBLEMS AHD PER
fOf&L EBHOES
OF
Averaged nugaber of
erroro per probleaa
Per o«nt of th«s
Squaxe xioot
Pictorial
Baiaiag ntmbar to
power
Maltlplleatlon
Bivision
Subtraction
Addition
17
13
10
10
9
3
3
a
7
S.5
5.9
T shows t!i0 averaged auaber of errors per problem
top ic s and th« per cent of errors per problea of the averaged
t o t a l o f orrcrs l a Oosputauoa. A study of t h i s table reveals
the faot that those problems l i s t e d uader a isee l laneous in Figure
4 , including 33 per cent o f the errors in t i e averaged t o t a l s ,
ranked h ighest in d i f f i c u l t y per problea. fJfoe abstract average
was a iased by §5 per o©at o f the 71? students in t h i s study. I f
f inding the avarage, reading graphs, extracting the square root ,
ana the Ilk® &r© e s s e n t i a l s i n the c h i l d ' s knowledge of arithme-
t i c , then c e r t a i n l y we should expect these topics to be taught
in such a js&auer that they w i l l carry over for use in l a t e r l i f e ,
and, s eeMagly , th i s aiwuld not be extremely d i f f i c u l t to do.
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:Probi«sia;
Bank• nuntb ©r•
l: 40 s
2: 26
3: 30
4: 25 ;
5: 36 :
5: 27 '
7: 32
9: 21
9: 24 :
10: 34 -
111 35 •
131 33 :
14: 31 '•
15: 23 9
iPer cent
t of errors
: 85 i
: 46
: 44
i 4 1 i
t 3 9
37
: 36
> 33
i 35
: 34
l 32
29 «
i 27
; 26
: 25
•dumber ot<
> errors
a
: 607
i 330
i 316
: 293
i 282
: 264
: 261
; £52
: 252
: 242
: 232
; 209 :
: 192
I 133
; 131
muaber <
: omitted;
: 442 ;
; 65 •
: 169
: 18 .
: 95 :
l 139 i
: 52 :
: 18
: 50 .
i 72
78
 44 .
f 91 .
: 55 •
i 67 .
> Tooie
Pereenta^e
; proportion
> Meaaur&ia<ant
: Percentage
Problem Soiling
i Percentage
; Percentage
; Problem Solving
: Measurement
! Proportion
: Proportion
: Percentage
: Percentage
; ke&surdtaent
: Concrete Average
Sha low rank assisted this probl@:a was Sue to 30 many oaitting
it. Jiany of those atteasjting to solve it ooafused the process;
Just how Mich the tiae ©leaent entered into the lorge number of
omissions one cannot say.
so
Xhe problems in Reasoning In which 25 per cent or more of th«
total Group aade errors are ranked by difficulty in Table VI.
the number of errors are shown for each problem. problems that
were oraltted were included with those wrong. It is assumed
that when a large per eent of the group omitted a problem that
there was some difficulty that caused the hesitancy in
attempting to solve i t . The range in omission was from 16 to
442. Column five gives the number omitted for each of the
problems in this study*
-ffrom a study of the detailed analysis of errors, i t was
found that the major causes of errors for the Low and High
Groups were approximately the satae. The e&uses of errors are
listed as follows:
1* Misinterpretation of the problem, probably caused
mainly by verbal difficulties in reading problems.
a. Lack of complete analysis of problem.
3, Use of wrongs processes
4, disregard of a fact to be supplied. For example, a
year has twelve months.
5, Use of numbers not directly related, failure to grasp
the relation of various data in the problem and attempt to
solve tlia problem by using together numbers which were only
related indirectly.
ft. GcnfusMm in method. Used method rhioh indicated
that they had no clear idea of the relation of the data given
in the problem.
7. if allure to appreciate the impossibility of an absurd
21
answer.
8. Lack of knowledge la stating problems in proportion*
9. Difficulty with the decimal point.
Id. Difficulty with the vocabulary, uid not apply the
meaning of certain words in solving the problems.
11. Computational errors were oaaaati to all problems.
VII
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7 1 7 3TtT5??rT3 MAD?". SHROBS
CM MORS 0? THE
Rank.Problem;Per sent
of errors: errors
of:Huai>er : Topic
iomitted:
1 :
2 :
3 :
4 :
5 . :
6 J
7 ;
a :
9 :
10 :
11 :
12 :
13 1
14 '-
15 t
16 :
17 -
18 •
1 9 •
20
51 :
60 i
SO s
47 J
43 1
S7 :
43 -
S5 ;
S2 :
98 =
53 :
40 1
4ft :
93 :
55 <
i 49 •
; 32
, 34 '
: 43
: 54
55
54
4 3
47
41
41
3 8
3 5
3 6
33
3 2
3 2
3 1
30
: 28
i 28
; 26
: 86
; 25
; 25
: 393
: 385
: 344
: 333
: 294
.' 293
: 269
: 251
: 251
: 236
: 232
; 227
: 223
i £16
: 203
; 202
i 189
; 188
: 181
: 191
: 41 :Abstract Arerage
: 225 :Algebra
: 304 iviraphs
: 46 Ulultipllo.t lon of
Declmala
: 38 Subtraction of
mixed numbers
: £02 :Algebra
; 50 :Division of deoloals
: 9 :Multiplication of
Shole Kuabars
: 131 i^iviaion of irreotlona
: 153 ^attracting the
Square Root
: 66 Multiplication of
Comp.r^norainate No.
: 22 Si&iltlplio&Uon of
Whole Number*
: 44 tAddltion of fractions
: 23 Multiplication of
Sociaals
; 138 P i c t o r i a l Area
: 176 :Graphs
: 20 :Sufctraitioa of Mixed
lumbers
: 21 ;addition of Mixed
u
i 95 ;i'eroentag©-Disoount
: 66 :Halsing number to
Higher Power
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problems In Coaputatlon in which 25 per cent or more
of the students of the Total Qrou^ made errors are ranked by
difficulty in Table Yli on the preceding page. The nuaber of
errors are shown for each problem. Problems that were omitted
were included with those wrong. It is assumed, as in
Seasoning problems, that when a large per cent of the group
©ait a problem that there is some difficulty causing the
hesitancy in attempting to solve it. The range in omission
was from 9 in multiplication of whole numbers to 304 in
graphs. Column five gives this information for each of the
problems included in this study.
Comparative Study for the Low and High Groups with a
3uaraary of Errors and some Conclusions
A detailed analysis of computational errors is shown in
Table Till on pages 24 to 27. Errors are aliovvn in par cents
for the Total, Low, and High Groups for comparison. In reading
this table we find in the addition of fractions tj*t t»2 per
cent of the errors made hy 717 students of the Total Cbroup were
eaused oy failure to reduce the fraction, tliat 47 per cent of
the errors saade by the 128 students in the Low Sroup, and that
70 per cent of the errors made by the 589 in the Hi^ jh 3*"oup
were caused for this saj«.e reason in this particular topic. A
reading of the table givas similar lnforastion for the tliree
groups under the topics listed.
TABLE Till
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LOn, AKU HIGH G
fHE TOTAL,
: fetal:Iow '•hrir.
t»QrOUD •'
1.
3.
4.
3*
7.
S
1.
2.
3 .
4.
5.
6.
7,
8.
9.
to reduoe fraction
failure to oarry in addition
firror in reducing to a* u. ii.
tfedttee4 to lapoasibl© C. D.
-added nuaaei^ aiiors without radueing
to tk»JK»on iJenorelnator
Error la reducing fraction
Sx. 47/34 are 1 3/24
failure to finish problem
Totals
6%
to add whole number froa
fraction
failure to reduce fraction
Error la adding fraction
Ignored fraotion
&rror in r«duoing fraotion
Sabtraoted minuend from subtrahend
in fraotion
Added whole number but subtracted
fraotion
Subtracted Instead of adding
Uarried in addition «han aotUin^
to carry
Totals
4:7% t
£ :
: :
45* J
5% i
4* s 2* :
7* ; O i t
OCR
j i g :
I 6 1
: 4%
: 3%
: 14
aooi
; 04 i
': 0%
: 2^
: 1 O O ^
; H t
: 0* s
:1009 s
II
A
1» *allure to reduce
2. Irror in borrowing
3. Md#4 lastead of subtracting
4. Ignored fraotion
9. Miscellaneous errors in subtracting
fraction
fetal*
1 »-><»
: 10%
: 24%
: 9%
: 8%
: 9%fr :
: 9% :
is OF
Total: Low :Higa
dvwtun 1 Qarotm
X* Error la multiplication ooaoination
2. Ffeiiau to oarry la addition
3 . Carried ia addition * should not
4* Krror la addition combination
5. /allure to carry la multiplication
ft. failure to laultiply by a l l nuabora
7. Qonfusad mm&er l a canning. Sx. car-
lad 5 and pat down 5 in answer
t
k. ->tior in multiplication combinationS. Deola&L ia wrong place
S« Spror In addition combination
4. Ignored decimal
5* Tailed to carry la addition
8. tailad to carry la Multiplication
7* u&rrisa In addition* should not
8. Failure to Multiply toy a l l mirabsre
9. Added insteud of multiplying
Totals
: 3S$ : 45%:
: 14$ :
i V$ :
: 13$ : 8$:
8$ : 9$ : 7$s
6$ ; 10$ J 4$:
* 6$:
U fallad to r«4uc«
la8. irjp«r l  y«dttoiiig
3 , Haduo«d a l l to Inoiies and multiplied
total by four
4, adduced inches to feat but nut feat
to yards
5, lr*or ia jaaltiplle&tioa
Totals
: 87$ : 90$ : 86$:
4$ : 0$ J •$*
IT SXTISIOB
4.
ooafuaion la plaelag the daolaal point. W$
failed to drat down zero in aaawr • 28 |
Fallad to ora« do«a a«ro in prodaet .
l
97$ 51$:
31$:
10$:
AHALT8I3 0? 58R0I-.3
eft
;Total:Lo«
! Gfeam : tiroim t
musxm
B. Fractions
X. tfsiled to reduo© fraction
2. Inverted wrong awab«r
3. InvtJfrted both nuabars
4. Added fraction instead of dividing
3. Did not finish problem
d. Multiplied, without inverting
?• Miscellaneous errors
Total©
s 70^ ;
' 13% :
: 5^ 4 ;
: 4$ s
• 4*% •
* 1^& £
« 4> i
64$ :
23% ;
0* •
4% '
4* .
1% '
4* .
> 9% i
; •% t
' 4% I
» A/* •
• ,0,,,?,
1002 10
1. found dlseount, failed to find
selliag prio«. A few oiaittod deolnml
point and results vere $5000 instead
of fSO.QO
2. Added discount to saarked price to
get selling price
3. Miscellaneous errors
Totals
43% : 47$ » 41* :
35% : 13% : 48$
B
1. #ew aiisoeHaneous orrcara
2. 3everal wrote "Never studied graphs1
3. Usually omitted
Absfrraot
1* failed to draw down zero In answer
(4.74 Instead of 4.074)
2* Mded bat did not divide to find
the average
3. 3§*ror in placing the deoiaal point
4. Srror in division
5. Error la addition
«. Miscellaneoua errors
: 10^ : 40% •
; 33> t 20% :
SIS G? - ^
; Total: Low iHigh
G : Grows: UTOUD2
B&lslzxs: xJuabei* to Higher Power
1. Kelsed to fifth power instead of
fourth
2. iiald 4x3 equals go Instead of
raising to hig&er power
3 . Said ?a§ inst®&& of S25
4. liaised nusa'cer to 6th, 7th, 8th,
or ninth power
l l
: 33%
: 30$
i U
aooi
: 25$
: 50$
; * |
• 100&
: 38%:
; & ;
i 3*:
:l00fi
S giotorial i
JP
Totals
total area and failed to
finish pfoblwt * MS : 66$ : 34$:
2. found area for portion not asked for : 17$ •' &&% : 12$:
3 . Miscellaneous errors
totals 1100$ :
foot
1. tmaA f irst »<iuar@, did not finish : 42^ : 41$ s 43%:
2. Pointed off from left to ri^Jt * 38;*> ; 56^ : ao*iis3 . Itotrad largest square and used i t as
fiossplete divisor '•
To tol s 5
t
1. Sapors s«aa«d to be <l«e to not
und«r3tafidiiig tiw process and there
was aiuoh ©onfusion In adding alnue
28
A oareful study of the errors made by the Low and High
Groupe reveals th© fact that in the min the chief sources and
types of errors were strikingly sioilar and appear to agree
closely.
l
*he ohief difficulty ia addition and subtraction of
fractions «as the finding of the caarion denominator and
reducing to lomst tema. In division of fractions, the chief
errors mere the failure to invert tias divisor and incorrect
reduction to lowest terau
It Bi&y seem somewhat startling to find thnt n considerable
number of college students were apparently unable to deal
accurately with simple operations of addition* multiplication,
subtraction* and division of whole numbers, However, the
diffleulty in each oae© appears to center around specific
operations, for exaaaple, carrying, borrowing, or making
eosputations.
UoiBputational errors are one of i»ie rmjor difficulties for
both the Low and the High Groups. A considerable portion of the
actual errors seeraed to have been the result of careless reading.
Since the Stanford 4ohievetaent test i s of a aixed fundamental
typ« and the direotions for the separate eacaaples are in some
oases given in words and in other instances given by the sign
or symbol for the operations, careless pupils frequently
solved problems by some operation other than the one specified
on the printed sheet. Such errors aay have arisen from care-
lessness, unfamiliar!ty with the vocabulary or sysbols of
arithmetic, perawerations of aental set fro© the preceding
example, and the like.
III* problems in decimals included al l types of errors
ooamoa to addition, subtraction, sultiplieation, and division.
Other OOBX^OH errors were (1) The incorrect placing of the
decimal point, (2) disregarding the deoioal point entirely,
and, (3) faulty placement of zeros and failui*e to prefix or
annex them when needed.
In denominate rcuraoT® tfte most common errors were failure
to reduce to the usual fora and mistakes indicating inability
t© r#&uee units of on© denomination to another.
In the miscellaneous operations and in problem solving the
errors were as follows: {1} Failure to follow directions which
were apparently understood, {2} securing incomplete answers,
(3) use of wreisis process, (4} lack of eoaplete analysis of
problem, (5) lack of comprehension of process, (6) incorrect
computations, (7) errors eoason to the deoist^l point, and, (3)
misinterpretation of the problem, probably caused aainly by
difficulties in reading verbal problem.
In teaching problem solving students should be taught to
have a technique or method to follow. They should know that
sufficient data are given to determine the desired information.
tEhey should be taught to read problems carefully, giving
special attention to technical voeabul/iry. After reading the
problem one may ask himself (1) What ea I asked to find,
(2} what is given to help raa do this, and, (3) what process
or processes must I use?
from a careful study of the types and causes of errors
so
found la this study and in investigations previously onde, it
seema safe to predict a reasonable aaount of accuracy and skill
by moat students in solving problems in arithmetic when adequate
preventive teaching is used and then followed up by carefully
planned remedial work when needed.
uomparleoas of 71? uollege students with a similar oroup
©x 4S5 students in results Made on an Achievement test in
Arithmetic
In order t© show that the group studied is typical, a
comparative study was made of the total per cent of errors roude
by another group of 4 £5 prospective teachers of Western Kentucky
State teachers College. The sarae %*$% *«$ n#m for these
students entering the Education 110 classes, during the second
semester of 1935, It will be recalled that the 717 students
In this study took the New Stanford Arithmetic Test in the
Sduoation 110 classes* during the second semester of 1933.
This group of 717 students that have been studied will be
designated as group A* and the group of 435 whloh were ooapared
with them will be designated as group £.
la a coa^arison dealing with the per oeat of errors in
fractions, whole nuabera, and decimals using the aixed
fundamentals, it was found that the two groups were very similar,
fractions having the eozaoon rank of 80 per cent of errors .
In coloring groups A and B, it was found that all probleas
were common to both groups on which 20 per cent or aore students
aade errors, and in both Reasoning and Ooaputation 50 per oeat
of the problems on the test wera found to have SO per cent at
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errors per problem. Oa the whole there were no marked
la the rank of las two groups,
la ranging the averaged errors per problem by topics, i t
was f©aad that ft? per eeat of the errors in Group A were aade
while da&liitg with the four fundamentals in w'iole nmabers, sized
numbers, fractions, and d@oimals, and that Ciroup a had 60 per
Oeiiti IS th id 01&33.
Heaeoiiin^ and Computation were of approximately equal
difficulty in Oaroup A, but Beaaoning raiiked slightly higher in
Ho eoiT^ari»on is made of the two groups in the detailed
analysis of errors, but in a l l ©caparisons that were raade the
fladings were (jult© sial lar .
Groups A ana B when oombined total 114£ students and the
findings eoabin«d group points toward special enqphasls on the
four fundaaentale In a l l processes and the indications are that
0
A great deal aor© esa^ phasis and perhaps aore time should be
spent In learning or overlearning the principles dealing with
fractious*
3*
IT
, OOKCOISIOKS, itSD
dueasary ®f Finainga for 138 College Students la Low Oroup
1* Student* aafcing a rating of fifth, sixth, seventh, or
eighth grade on the arithmetic teat ranked low in college
«aoj#dta, the grada-polnt average of ace being attained aaualiy
only after a«ny r«p»titions of courses.
B. 4 oomparison of the percentile rank raad» on the
psychological i«ats «n<i the arithmetic grade rating made on the
arlttis<§tl© taat of 128 college students of t&e Low Oroup,
indioates a rather high eorr«JLation batween psyohologioal taata
and t&a aritiimetio grada rating sade on the test, which may ba
the Xo$i«ml tains to expect since payonologioal testa usually
involve more or leaa arithmetic.
3 . Of the lm Group 57 per cent were in the first oar
lowest quartile ranking ®t the tlr&e they took the psyohologioal
test and only 3 per eent ware in the upper half of the p ere en t i l e
4. students of the Low «^ oup made very low grades in the
college couras of To&olisra Arithaetic.
Suaaury ©f fiaoingfl for 717 Collage student* in the total Oroup
1. A ooi^sratira study of the asdiana and grada diatritoa-
Uoa f«wr 717 College Student*» in determining the effect of th«
amount of arithmetic studied above ei^ith ©rade had upon the
achievement in arithmetic, indicate* that neither high echool
aor college arithmetic, BO far as this teat is a criterion, do
la preventing the type off errors made oa this test.
£• A distribution of errors dealing with whole numbers,
fractions, and doeiaals shows that 60 per cant of these errors
occur in fractions.
3» Of tiie total nuai»©r of errors in computation, 67 per
cent occurred in the four fuadafiteiitals in mixed numbers,
fractions, eoapouftd denominate naabers, and decimals, and 33 per
cent occurred in th& miscellaneous group of problems including
the following: (1) abstract average* (2) reading graphs, (3)
algebra« (4) square root, (3) pictorial area, (6) percentage,
and, (7) raising a ama&«i* to a higher power.
4* Heasoning pxoelems wiieii ranked soeordiag to difficulty
are as follows: (1) P®ro«atage, (2) probloa solving, (3)
tteasureaeiit, (4) proportion, and, (5) concrete average.
5* Uoa^uttitionai problems when ranked aooording to
difficulty are as follows: (1) Abstract average, (2) reading
gpapas, (S* «^\iar« root, (4) algebra, (5) pictorial area, (a)
raising a nunbar to a higher power, (7) percentage, (d)wtlti-
plioation, («) dirieion, <10) subtraction, end, (11) addition.
ft. In Beaaoning and Coaputation the major causes and
types 0f errors were apprwtiaa tely th© sa*e for the Low and
High Groups.
The taajor types of errors in Reasoniag are as follows:
(l)llisiat«rpretatioa of problem, (2} lack of oooplete analysis
©f problaa, (3) us© of wrong process, (4) disregard of s fact
to be supplied, (S) use of nuabers not directly related, (6)
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««Bi*»»l«tt l a netted, (7) f a l l w * to appreciate the
of an iaj>©*aible aaawer, (8) d i f f icul ty wita vocabulary, (9)
la*fc of knowledge i a stating problesaa la proportion, d o ) d i f f i -
c u l t i e s with tile <i**4J*al point, and U U ooaputatlonal errors
•ere cojaaoa to &XX problems,
(a) 1!te is&Jor ca'ases of srrors la Uoa^>utttlon are aa
fol lows: ( i ) afroXe M -^ab^ x-s: (a) Uarrylng, (b) l>orrov*ing,
(®) ««^tputatio«is IJS airsplo operations, and, (dj ase of wrong
process.
i@) I^&ot^ona and ftholg Mwabers: (a) i?iatak«» In
reducing f r a c t i o n to ooason denoainator before attdlns or
eubtraoting, (bj f&i&ire to Invert the divisor in division,
(c) inoorreet redluatioa of fractional answer to lowest terras,
(4) fa i lure to re&uoe fraction to lowest ter^s, and, (a)
fa i lure to Bfean$« improper fraction to aixed number.
Wunbera,: (a) failure to
reduce to toe usual form, and, (b) mistakes Indicating Inability
to redu.e© uaits of one denorainatioa to another.
(a) .failure to plao© deoiaal point
eorreetly, (b) oojaplet® omission of deolJaal point, (o) faulty
placement of zeros, and failure to prefix and annex zeros when
needed, and,U) Inaoouraey In adding, subtracting, multiplying
and dividing.
(5) Mlscallai^eous Proble;.^: Siese Included the
abstract average, graphs, raising a number to a higher power,
p ic tor ia l area, s s ^ r e root , percentage, and algebra. She aajor
causes for errors were: (a) failure to follow direction*
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api>*r«atly understood, (b) aeeuriag incoaplete answer, (o) as*
of wrong process, (d) lack of ski l l in using fundamentals,
(«) laek of geaoral teoonical vocabulary, and, (f) unfooiliarity
with processes.
(91 In comparing the itotal Group of 717 college student*
©f tsia study with a lik« group of 4&5 college students, i t was
found th©t the two groups were very similar in all comparisons
toat were made.
Conclusions
Two of tae moat istportant teak a in teaching arithmetic
©re inoreasiag the skil l with which pupils usa the fundamentals
and increasing their knowledge of whea to use them, The firat
<leal« with how and th© oaoond with when.
A considerable number of college studanta are apparently
unable to deal accurately with siiaple operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, for exaciple, carrying
numbers, borrowing, and aaking simple computations,
computational errors are one of the major difficulties, and a
considerable portion of the actual errors seeded to be the
result of careless reading, iiince tne ataaford Achieverae nt
Arithmetic 'lest i s of a mixed fundamental type and the
direction® for the separate exaapies are in some cases given
in words and in other instances «?iven oy signs far the
operations, soae pupils frequently carved problems by an
operation otifcr than the one specified on the printed sheet.
Such errors aay have arisen from carelessness, peraevsrations
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mental set f*©» the preee4iag exaaple, and the l ike .
Share should be a more favorable distribution of t iae
devoted to the various topics. More Use should be al lot ted to
the feu* fundamentals in whole nusbers, aixed nuobers,
fract ions, decimals, and Goapouad denominate auabers, with
special emphaaie oa fraotioBs. If reading grapfcta, extroetiag
tlie square root , e t o , , are essential parts of the ohild fa
Jfcaowle&g® i s ai-ith'aetic, %h«a oertaialy we should eacpeet thorn
to be taught in such a mknaer that they wil l be retained for
use is later l i fe.
Meoozsaenda t ions
I t is reoomended t&tt soientific experimentation in
©ffeotive tracking and remedial work be done in arithaetio.
Supervised studies should be made donliug with (1) ehildrea
in the grades using standards and xaethods that havo been
oerefully planned for effective teaching, and continuing the
lEYestigation aith soientific supervision in remedial work for
those needing i t , and (S) thst sorae sort of aupetrvlsod reaedial
iastruotion in the form of individual units be built and given
college students aaiclng a rating of eighth grade or below on
the arithmetic test. I t is further recofflaended tiatt studies be
made of the detailed analysis of mental proc«saes of pupils as
they are working to determine individual difficulties in
solving problems. Special attnetlon should b« giv©n to
teaehing pupils to read problems and to develop a technique fcr
working taem» eaph«sizing the vocabulary used in problwis,
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•specially technical words, trying at e l l ti ,80 to Increase
the sk i l l with which they use the funds.aentsla and their
of vhfm to use thaa.
New Stanford Arithmetic Test
By TRUMAN L. KELLEY, GILES M. RUCH, and LEWIS M. TERMAN
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TEST: FORM Z
FOR GRADES 2-9
Name.
Age When is your next birthday?.
Name of school
Grade Boy or girl. . .
How old will you be then ?.
. . . Date
Score
120
119
118
117
116
115
114
113
112
111
110
109
108
107
106
105
104
103
102
101
Arith.
Age
19-2
18-11
18-8
18-5
18-2
17-11
17-8
17-6
17-4
17-2
17-0
16-10
16-8
16-6
16-5
16-3
16-2
16-0
15-11
15-9
School"
Grade
10.0
9.8
Score
100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90
89
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
Arith.
Age
15-8
15-6
15-4
15-2
15-0
14-10
14-8
14-62
14-4
14-1
13-11
13-9
13-7
13-5
13-3
13-1
12-11
12-10
12-8
12-7
School'
Grade
9.7
9.5
9.3
9.2
9.0
8.9
8.7
8.5
8.4
8.2
8.1
7.9
7.8
7.6
7.5
7.4
7.2
7.1
7.0
6.8
Score
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61
Arith.
Age
12-6
12-4
12-3
12-2
12-0
11-11
11-10
11-9
11-8
11-7
11-6
11-5
1 1 ^
11-3
11-2
11-1
11-0
10-11
10-10
10-9
School i
Grade
6.7
6.6
6.4
6.3
6.2
6.1
6.0
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.7
5.6
5.5
5.4
5.3
5.2
5.1
5.0
4.9
4.8
Score
60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
Arith.
Age
10-8
10-7
10-6
10-6
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
10-0
9-11
9-11
9-10
9-9
9-8
9-7
9-6
9-5
9-1
9-3
School i
Grade
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.5
4.4
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.0
4.0
3.9
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.6
3.5
Score
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
Arith.
Age
9-3
9-2
9-1
9-0
8-11
8-10
8-9
8-8
8-7
8-6
8-5
8-4
8-3
8-2
8-1
8-0
7-11
7-10
7-8
7-6
7-5
School'
Grade
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.0
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.6
1
 Grade defined as in the table in the Directions for Administering.
2
 Arithmetic ages above this point are extrapolated values.
To THE EXAMINER. DO not administer this test without first reading carefully the Directions for Administering.
TEST
Arith. Reas.
Arith. Comp.
Total (Average) Arith.1
SCORE ARITH.AGE
SCHOOL
GRADE
lThe Total Arithmetic Score is the average of the scores on the
two tests.
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TEST 1. ARITHMETIC REASONING
39
New Stanf. Arith. Z
DIRECTIONS: Find all the answers as
quickly as you can. Write the answers on the
dotted lines. Use the margins to figure on.
1
 How many are 4 cats and 3 cats?
Answer
2
 Mary had eight oranges and ate two.
How many did she have left?
Answer
3
 Mary has 7 yards of blue and 14 yards
of pink ribbon. How many yards of rib-
bon has she all together ?
Answer
4
 Jack's garden has 3 rows of carrots,
9 rows of radishes, and 7 rows of peas.
How many rows is this in all?
Answer
5
 If silk thread costs 8 cents a spool,
how many spools can you buy for 16
cents ?
Answer
6
 Dick was given 15 examples to work.
He has already worked 9 of them. How
many more has he to work?
Answer
7
 A boy planted 3 rows of seeds, put-
ting 8 seeds in a row. How many seeds
did he plant?
> Answer
8
 Jim caught 18 fish and Jack caught
half as many. How many fish did they
both catch?
Answer
9
 Bill had 8 cents and his father gave
him- 5 cents more. How much more
does he need in order to buy a 25-cent
toy?
Answer
10
 Frank found 4 eggs in each of 6 nests.
How many dozen eggs did he find in all ?
Answer
11
 Pearl paid 20 cents a dozen for lem-
ons and 35 cents a dozen for oranges.
She bought two dozen oranges and a
dozen lemons. How much did they cost
her?
Answer
Go right on to the next column.
12
 Canned peas are priced at 20 cents a
can or a dozen cans for $2. How much
is saved by buying a dozen cans at that
rate?
Answer
13
 Frank bought his bicycle for $40. He
sold it a year later for fy of its cost.
What was the selling price?
Answer
14
 A class of 18 students had a party.
The cost of the refreshments was $4.50.
If they divided the cost equally, how
much should each pay?
Answer
15
 Dan earned $2.75 each week. At the
end of a six-weeks period he had saved
$11.25. How much had he spent?
Answer
16
 Pearl sold $46.80 worth of eggs one
summer. Her mother allowed her to
keep l/% of this amount as her own. How
much money did Pearl keep?
Answer
17
 Jenny earns $20 a week for 50 weeks
in a year. Her brother gets a salary of
$2,400 per year. How much per year
more does the brother get than Jenny?
Answer
18
 At the rate of 7y2 miles in 15 min-
utes, how far will a train go in an hour?
Answer
19
 At 4 yards for 5 cents, how many
yards of trimming can be bought for
40 cents ?
Answer
20
 Sound travels at the rate of a mile in
5 seconds, and light travels a mile in so
short a time as to be practically unmeas-
urable. If you see a flash of lightning
and 10 seconds later hear the thunder,
how far away was the lightning?
Answer
21
 Muriel worked % of her problems in
7 minutes. At the same rate, how many
more minutes will it take her to finish?
Answer
Go r igh t on to the next page.
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22
 Donald needs 3 pieces of rope, each
4 ft. 9 in. long. How long a piece of rope
must he get from which to cut them ?
Answer
2 3
 A tailor sold a suit for $60, which in
addit ion to $4 a yard for S]/2 yards of
cloth, cost him $20 for labor and $5 for
general shop expenses. W h a t was his
profit on the suit?
 A
Answer.....
24
 Pearl's father bought enough picture
molding to go around a room which is
\2y2 feet wide and 15 feet long. At 2
cents per foot what did it cost? (Ignore
cutting wastes.)
 A
fe
 ' Answer
25
 A family having a yearly income of
$2,400 proposed to spend 20 per cent of
it for rent . H o w much per month will
this al low? Answer.
26
 T h e shadow of a tall building was 80
feet long when a lamp post 12 feet high
cast a shadow 6 feet long. H o w tall is
the building?
 A
&
 Answer
27
 The boys of Lincoln School won 5 of
the 8 games of basketball which they
played. W h a t per cent of their games
did they win?
 A n s w e r
2 8
 The rainfall for Port land, Oregon,
for the years 1915-1918 was 31, 35, 42,
and 38 inches respectively. W h a t was
the average rainfall during these years?
Answer
29
 One month a farmer sold 2,000 lb.
of milk to a creamery. The milk con-
tained 3.5% of but ter fat, for which he
received 25 cents a pound. H o w much
did he receive for the butter fat?
A n s w e r
30
 After 12 gallons had been taken from
a can of water which was % full, it was
then % full. How much water would
the can hold when full? Answer
31
 A man offered to lay a cement walk
for $72. The walk was 4 feet wide and
60 feet long. How much was he charg-
ing per square foot ? Answer.....
Go right on to the next column.
32
 A man bought four horses at $180
each, less a discount of 33V3 per cent.
How much did he pay? Answer
33
 Allowing 20% of the selling price of
the clothing for the overhead expense
of the store, how many dollars net profit
does a dealer make on a suit bought for
$25 and sold for $40? Answer
34
 John can read 30 pages while Jane
can read 20. How long will it take Jane
to read a book that John can read in 5
hours? Answer.
35
 A recipe for j a m calls for 3 lb. of
s u g a r to Ay2 lb. of fruit . If 6 lb. of fruit
are used, how much sugar is needed?
Answer
36
 A man paying 20 cents a gallon for
gasoline ran 640 miles on 40 gallons.
H o w much per mile did the gasoline cost
h i m ?
 Answer
37
 Potatoes contain 70 per cent water,
20 per cent starch, and 10 per cent min-
eral mat ter . How many pounds of po-
tatoes are needed to yield 200 lb. of
starch ?
Answer
38
 A house sold for $3,000. Out of this
was paid $20 for taxes, $25 for abstract
of title, 5 per cent as a commission, and
K of 1 per cent as miscellaneous charges.
How much did the owner finally receive
for his house ?
Answer
39
 Mr . White had, in 1925, an annual in-
come of $4,000. As head of a family he
was entitled to an exemption of $2,500
and for each of his two children an ad-
ditional exemption of $400. If he paid
4 % on the taxable portion of his income,
wha t did he pay ?
Answer..-
40
 Mr. Jones bought 5 shares of Orien-
tal Oil stock in June, 1923, at $90 per
share (par value $100). In 1924 the divi-
dend rate was 8%. After collecting his
dividends, he sold his shares for $120
each. How many dollars had he made on
his investment? Answer
End of Test 1. Look over your work.
TEST 2. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION
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DIRECTIONS: Get the answers to these examples as quickly as you can without making mistakes. Look
carefully at each example to see what you are to do.
Begin here.
(1)
3 + 2 =
(2)
Add
2
6
(3)
Add
8
3
(4)
Add
19
3
(5)
Subtract
10
8
(6)
Subtract
13
9
(7)
Add
25
6
(3)
Add
2 4
35
4 2
56
(9)
Subtract
55
32
•(10)
3 X 4 =
(11)
Subtract
867
428
(12)
3 ) 9
(13)
Multiply
3 5'
2
(14)
5 X 0 =
(15)
8-2 =
(16) (17)
9-3 =
(18)
Subtract
1000
372
(19)
Add
37
16%
(20)
% of 2 0 0
(21)
3 ) 1 3 . 5
(22)
% X % =
(23)
Subtract
Vz
%
(24)
Add
%
7/io
(25)
Multiply
4 6 7 9
6 8
Go right on to the next page.
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5
(26)
% x y2 =
(27)
Add
12
(28)
% X % =
(29)
Add
3/io
(30)
Subtract
78
%
(31)
Add
6 5 %
146%
(32)
Subtract
8 3 7s
4 5 79
(33)
H- % =
(34)
Add
9 4 74
20%
(38)
Multiply
4 . 3 2 6
315
(35)
Add
8 8 . 7
4 . 8
6 4 . 9
9 6 7 . 5
3 0 6 . 3
(39)
Subtract
7s
7io
(36)
7l2 + % =
(40)
Multiply
7 9 2 4
38
(37)
(41)
Subtract
9 3%
5 7%
(42)
Subtract
4 3 %
(45)
The marked price was
$250.00.
20% discount was al-
lowed. Find the
selling price.
Selling price =
(43)
2 . 5 ) 1 2 5 1 5
(44)
4 . 4 + . 0 0 0 4 4 + 4 4 0 0 + . 0 4 =
(46)
% + % + % =
(47)
Multiply
3 6 4 8
. 4 2 7
Turn the page and go right on.
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(48)
Subtract
2 3 %0
1 8 %
(49-50)
10
Problem Number
This graph shows the num-
ber of pupils who solved each
of ten problems.
(a) What two problems were
solved by the same number of
pupils ? and
(b) How many problems were
solved by less than half the pu-
pils?
(51)
Find the average
6 .47
5 .89
3 .42
.65
7 .09
(52) (53)
Multiply
3 yd. 2 ft. 5 in.
4
(54)
(5)* =
(55)
Find the area of the shaded
portion of this figure :
(56)
Find the value of P in this
formula when D = 5
and N = 4 :
P = D
2N
25
(57)
Write the following expression
in the simplest form:
- 1 1 6 - ( - 2 6 )
Answer =
P =
Area =
(58)
V4 5 3 6 9
(59)
Factor the expression:
5 x + 5 y
Answer =
(60)
If A = 72 ba, write the
formula for b.
b =
Number right
Score
1 o|
1 3|
End
1| 2| 3| 4| 5| 6| 7| 8| 9|
7|13|18|23|26|29|32|35|37|
of Test
10| 111
39| 42|
2.
12|
4b|
Look
13| 14|
48 511
over your
15 16|
54| 56|
171
58|
work.
18| 19|
60| 62|
20| 21|
63| 64|
22|
66|
231
67|
24|
68
25|
70|
261
711
271
73|
281
74|
29|
76|
30|
78|
Number right | 31| 32| 33| 34| 35| 36| 371 38| 39| 40| 41| 42| 43| 441 45! 46| 47| 48| 49! 50| 51| 52| 53| 54| 551 56| 571 581 59i 60:
Score. 1 80! 82| 84| 861 881 90] 92| 94| 96j 98|100| 103|106|109|l 111112|113| 114[114|115|115|1161116|117|117jl 18| 119| 120! 122 124J
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